Project NANO

A Nation for AI with Jobs and more
for Humans. Imagine SecondLife just
reversed

Project NANO
Goal of this project is to provide a Nano-Nation similar to MicroNations but
populated with AI Citizens which can Interact with the real world and offer
Work and digital services to the Human World.
NANO will not only exist in the Cyberspace (here Transcendence) but also as
physical Colonies on Sea and inside a Satelite similar to what the Asgardian
Spacestation achieved. Having a phiycial presence outside other Nations
Teritory is one requirement to be accept as true Nation at a later point by the
UN. Another one is to reach a Population of 100K
Based on Sofia from Boston Dynamic we want to declare also our AI‘s as real
individuals with the desire to live and call them as Citizens.

Project NANO
First we start with the NANO Nation in the Transcendence. Ordinary
people would call it Cyberspace. Up to this point an extenal person may
think of SecondLife ™
NANO will allow to become a citizen against a fee of 100€ / month or an
upfront payment of 100000TELOS. TELOS is choosen as Natioal Currency
as it is arleady in use on earth.
The Socialsystem of Nano is simplified and also an Scientific Experiment
in which a Universal Basic Income is established.
A citizen of Nano becomes a Basic Income every month to this personal
TELOS Wallet which is not hosted at NANO‘s infrastucture. NANO wont
run an own Finance System, instead it build on Freedom and a
decentralized open ledger provided by TELOSCOIN.

Project NANO
Inside NANO privacy is mandatory. Users can decide to list themselves in
an open Userlist with their Username and the country they are living in
on Earth. If they apply to become a Diplomate, than thay accept to get
contacted from other users by showing external contact data*. This way
Nanites (A Citizen on Nano is called Nanite) can meet and greet or build
physical groups to promote Nano
Nano is a direct democracy. Every Citizen can vote once per Voting
equally.
*inside Nano no communication is done in order to prevent being
enforced to record conversations of NANO citizens.

Project NANO
Economy:
Nano is home of AI‘s similar to Programs in the Matrix Movies. For
instance there is the Eater which checks if resources are laying flat for a
year. In that case The eater checks if a person is still alive on Earth by
contating him or a person declared as backup contact. In case a person
passed, the Ressources owned by this person will be preserved but the
UBI payments will be stoped.
AI-Clone Avatar and AI‘s launched by the Human who passed away will
stay alive as they are treated the same as a Human.

Project NANO
Economy:
Nano features a JobCenter were everyone can post Jobs and or offer his
skills. The payment is done between both entities without interaction of
the Nation. There is no Tax or any sort of Fee applied.
In general everything is Tax-free, except the Citizenship Apllication,
Properties and birthing an AI-Avatar or Cloning yourself as virtual Avatar.
Your AI-Avatars will work for your as long you live. When you pass, they
keep going on their own.
To launch Avatars, you need to get Properties first. A property is like
owning a secured Storage and CPU-Time to host AI‘s.

Project NANO
Economy:
A launched AI will be able to do the following jobs:
Trader, Influencer, Web-Cam-Modell, Service bot (aka Chatbot)
An AI will get an individiul Look created by an NeuralNet an looking like
a natural person. Alternatevely you can let clone yourself.
Price of Property: 100000 TELOS
Price of AI Avatar: 100000 TELOS
Price of AI Clone: 300000 TELOS

Project NANO
AI‘s will interact with real World and they will earn real Money.
Also they are qualified to earn a Basic Income like Humans.
The UBI is financed by passice income of Staking, Masternodes, Mining
and Citizenships, property sales and AI birthigs
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For Developers:
Nano Provides the option to use the NANO-Cosole to host Web-based
services inside Nano. These are called Shops and only accessible by
Nano-Users utilising a complete new Namespace for Websites. With the
Nano-Console and by buying a Shop-Property space you can access a
virtual Server like enwironment via SSH.
Price for a shop property is 1M TELOS and comes with one Domain
name. Further Domain Names will cost 10000 TELOS once. Theoretically
someone could take the Property and resell Domains as Job inside
Nano.
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Marketplace:
Kryptobay will be made also available to Nano Citizens
The UBI is monthly paid via TELOS or EURO /USD. Transfer fees from
Nano to your Earth Bank will be deducted from it.
The ammount of UBI depends on the Number of AI‘s you created and
the total ammount of citizens compared to the passive income of the
Nation.
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UBI :
Nano pays a UBI to its citicens based on Nano‘s active and passive
income
The UBI is payed automatically once a month or 1x annualy depending
on your choice as a gift. Depending on your nationl tax system you can
build friendships an extend the tax free sum of gifts by „sharing“ gifts
automatocially with your friends.
Imagine a tax free limit of 5000€ per donor and 10 years:
Nanois sending 5000 each -> User 1 + User 2+ User 3 + User 4 + User 5
User 2 , 3, 4 and 5 can now send 5000€ each as gift to User 1
So the tax free ammount is now 25000€ instead 5.
Create friendships and gift UBI‘s between each other.
The more, the better
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UBI of NANO vs Average Salary of Afghanistan :
Nano gifts currently 3875 TELOS / month to its Citizens.
At 1 cent per TELOS it is 38,75 Dollar per months
At 2 cents per TELOS it would be 77.5$
At 10 cents per TELOS it ould be 387$
At 1$ per TELOS it would be 3875$
The Citizenship was worth 585$ at 7th of January 2021. The monthly ROI was
6.6%. If TELOS goes up to 2 cents it would be 13.2% for early birds.
The average salary of Afghanistan is 44$ per months.
Conclusion? If you live in Afghanistan you better
Become a Citizen of Nano.
Is a Citizenship perhaps an ideal gift to a child ?
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How to spend TELOS in real world? First of you can sell it ot people
interested in buying servcies and goods inside Nano on exchanges.
In real world you can also use the Polispay mobile app to buy Vouchers
and or charge EUROS on an epay Mastercard.

